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a,

Answer
1.

ALL

questions.

(a) Determine ttre arigte of rotation at the pointzo 2 *l when w = 22. and
illustrate it for sor.ne particular curve. Show that the scale factor at that point

is zrE.
(b) Find

the points at which the

(i) differentiable, (ii)

function f (z)

analytic,

-

xz

-

iyz

is

(iii) conformal.

2.(a) If u(x,V)

- xy,frnd i$.harmonic coniugate u(x,y)and f (z)interms of z.
(b) 'Find the harmonic conjugate - of u(x,y) = x3 - 3xyz,by taking

(xo,yo) = (0i0)along the strai_qht line joining (0,0)to (x,y) and then find the
value of f (z)interms of z.

3.(a) Letf

(z):

z2andlet h(u,u) = e-u sinu. Show that h(u,u)is harmonic and

find H (x,y).

(b) The transformation w =-.i22 maps the half line ! = x, x ) 0 onto the
negative u- axis, u l O,rr = 0' and the function h(u,v) = v * 2 and H
assumes the value h - 2 on the negative u- axis. Write an explicit
expression for the function H(x,y). 'lhen illustrate the theorem by showing
directly that H - 2 along the half line y : x, x > 0.

4.

Find the bounded steady temperatures

T(x,y) in the semi-infinite

solid y

2

0

if ?n-0 on thepart x<-l , !=0 of theboundary,and T-7 onthe
part x)1, !=0 and if the strip -1 < x11,,!=0 of the boundary
is insulated.

5"

Let f (w)

-

Aw and the transformation w

- f (z) = z *!

.

6 long circular

cylinder is of unit radius is placed in large body of fluid flowing with a uniform
velocity, Prove that the top vietv will be the circle

6.

x, + y2 - l.

Find a function harmonic inside the unit circle lzl =
prescribed

"'alues

gir,'en

byF(0)=[01'::::;"
********

on its circumference.
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and taking the

